Assalamualaikum and greetings to all,
my name is Mohd Amir bin Mohd Asmadi. I live at Taman Melawati
and I school at MJSC Pontian. For the Introduction of my testimonial, I want
you all know that my ability to speak in English is not good enough and I
need help to improve my personal performance. For that, I would invite who
ever has this kind of problem to join Brillington Language Centre to solve this
problem.
For the first impression I hear ‘Brillington…Wow, I feel really excited
because I going to meet all the people who have their own talent in speaking
English and my feelings are true when I meet Miss Sabrina and Mr. David.
They can speak very well and perfect for me. That is my target for the end of
the class.
In the class, I meet a really handsome teacher name Sir Assad. At that
moment, I was really nervous and full of shy to speak in front of the others. I
had been involved with many creative activities which encourage me to talk to
the public. After about 3 classes, I can feel the differences in my communication. I have high confidences and start to have interest in this language. All
the aspects such as voice throw, body language and speech been thought
well there and I am really satisfied with the way of his teaching techniques.
For the climax activity that really gave me a big impact on all the
knowledge I had learned at Brillington is the Field Trip to KLCC. I had
implemented all the skills to interview the foreigners and it’s was really
exciting when we can communicate very well with them. All the experiences I
got from Brillington Language Centre will I use it in my life. I wish to thank all
the Brillington teachers and friends who have given me the enthusiasm and
motivation for me move ahead towards success.
Thank you,
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‘I really miss all the Brillington teachers
and friends’.

